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Micky is 3rd year BMUS and BA student. She is so excited 
for you to see her play! You may have seen her in The
Addams Family (NUTS 2017), Its Complicated (2018),
Crush (2018) or Heathers (2017). Her cast is fantastic and 
she cant wait for you to see them in this play!

Demi is finally performing in her first NUTS 
production after being rejected from 3 or 4 shows 

in the last two years! She is studying Journalism and 
Communications at UNSW and is hoping to go on 
exchange to the UK in August this year. She has 
performed in many local productions in her 

hometownhometown Tamworth and is excited to bring this 
piece to life.

Three, Two, One goes through the timeline of the waves of feminism. These three girls are 
a representation of women through the those waves, throughout
severyones life. We start at the beginning and go through until today. If we say we are 
going to change something we have to act upon it or it will just keep happening
again and again.

Content Warning: Partial Nudity, Flashing Lights

Three, Two, OneBy Micky Laurence
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We’d like to acknowledge the Bidjigal people 
(of the Eora nation) who are the traditional 
custodians of the land on which this show takes 
place, and extend my respect to the Elders, 
both past and present, and all other 
indigenous people who study 
and work at UNSand work at UNSW.

WE COULDNT HAVE DONE THIS WITHOUT:

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO:

Kashish Mahbubani: Producer & Co-Creator
Micky Laurence: Co-Creator
Imogen Barker: Stage Manager
Sam Walsh: Sound & Lighting Ops
Madison Gabriel: Sound & Lighting Ops
Kyra Levenson: Hair & Make up
AudAudrey Gillen: Hair & Make up 

Sarah Stormont: Head Technical Officer

This is Brittany’s first ever performance with NUTS. 
Studying a Bachelor of Fine Arts/ Arts (majoring in theatre) 
at UNSW. She has been in a commercial for Mother 
Energy Drink and has worked crew for Packimen 
Productions and ‘In The Heights’ at the Hayes Theatre. 
She is completely excited and thrilled for her first show.

Harriet is performing in her second play after coming to 
UNSW on exchange from the U.K. She has most recently 
performed in ‘Life Without Me’ with NUTS and absolutely 
loved it! She is extremely excited to work with such a 
talented group of girls and Micky’s truely unique script. 
Enjoy!



Secret Men’s Business
By Isobel Sanby

What Is Your Objective?

Content warnings: sexual assault (rape), Bullying and Partia Nudity

 Content Warning: The Holocaust, Homophobia, Course Language

Synopsis: ‘PINK’ is the story of a gay man minutes away from 
death. An Austrian Cabaret host who lived for the theatre, 
Elias is recalling his life and his lover, from the dawn of World 
War 2 through to his murder in Auschwitz

Synopsis: Secret Men’s Business is a piece that that has been collaged together from 
recorded and found material, stories, discussion and questions we wanted to ask. It reflects 
on young male and female psychologies today and the impact of group mentality within 
certain sexual assault cases. 

Axel-Nathaniel Rose is a third year Creative Writing student. 
He has been writing in some form or another since he was 
able to hold a crayon, but started writing scripts five years ago. 
He has previously performed and produced, and his prose 
writing has been featured in Tharunka and UNSWeetened. 

PINKBy Axel-Nathaniel Rose
By Xiaoxuan Yang

Since young, Shu Li has always been fascinated with 
storytelling, both on stage and film. He has previously 
written and directed a student short film, and performed 
in two productions - Macbeth and Hello There, We've Been
 Waiting For You. He is especially interested in pursuing a 
career in voice acting.

Jasmin Borsovszky is a 4th year student of Chemistry and 
Theatre. She was part of the cast for Coriolanus (NUTS 2018), 
Triumph (CPL 2017), Arts Review (2016) and Domestic, and 
has regularly designed and opperated lighting for MTS and 
NUTS. She spends her spare time in various musical 
ensembles and agonising over which side of her degree she 
should pursueshould pursue.

Fiona O’Chee is a first year student, studying computer 
science and advanced science. This is the first year she 
has explored theatre and is excited to participate in her 
second NUTS production after Domestic! Her previous 
experience in performing arts mainly involves dancing in
her room and singing in her shower.

Remanika Chaudhry is a 2nd year Media student at UNSW. 
She stems from the land of Bollywood’. Growing up watching 
the surreal world Bollywood magically creates on screen has 
shaped a major part of who she is today, and the entirety of 
her performative style. She was a part of Truckstop by UTS 
Backstage productions in 2018 and Domestic by NUTS 
eearlier this year. With her pure love for performing on stage 
and entertaining audiences, she aspries to showcase a fresh 
and authetic style within the world of theatre

Eric has too much energy and doesn’t know what to do 
with it. He has previously performed in Med Revue but is 
excited for his first NUTS production.

Adi has never acted before but let’s hope that doesn’t 
come across in his first ever production.

Daya Czepanski is a 2018 NIDA BFA graduate from Auckland,
New Zealand. She has performed in a number of shows 
since starting acting at age seventeen and is excited to be 
checking out the UNSW scene after so many years just across 
the road

Rachael is a first year molecular biology student eager to 
get her theatre fix in any way she can. After travelling the 
world last year she realised that life was too short to be 
confined to one discipline and decided to make her 
childhood acting dreams a reality. Making her NUTS debut 
in Domestic this will be Rachael’s second University show.

Elli is no stranger to the stage and has spent the last eleven 
years performing in musicals such as Fiddler on the Roof, 
Grease, and Hairspray. She has studied drama, singing, and 
dance from a young age and is continuing to further her
education as a Theatre & Performance Studies student.

Ming-Chu is an exchange student from Taiwan. As a 
psychology student, however, her true passion lies in 
singing and acting and all sorts of creative fields. She has 
a singing page, done some musicals, been to open mic 
events and is very excited to be part of NUTS this time!

Minerva Khodabande studies Theatre and Performance. 
She has been in numerous productions such as Pyjama 
Games, High School Musical, Fleeting Night’s Dream and 
Romeo & Juliet. She has also performed at many humanitarian 
events taking pride in her refugee background and is now very 
excited to be a part of NUTS during her first year at Uni.

Isobel Sanby studies at UNSW majoring in Theatre and 
Performance, Creative writing, Sculpture Installation and 
performance and Ceramics. She works as an artistic director 
at St Lucy’s school for special education and devotes a lot of 
her time to anything theatre, making absolutely no money, 
but having a blast! This is her fourth NUTS production, her 
ccredentials previously include assistant set designer for 
Infidelity and Enlightenment and set designer for 
Coriolanus and Life Without Me.

Xiaoxuan Yang is third year Bachelor of Arts/ Fine Art 
(creative writing, film studies, theatre) student in UNSW. 
Xiao started writing, directing, acting in plays as early as in 
her primary school years. What Is Your Objective is her first 
time attempt at writing an English play. Xiaoxuan also has a 
wide interests in art history, film theory and filmmaking. 
She is an aspiring actShe is an aspiring actress and has been taking professional 
acting lessons since 2015

Audrey is a 4th year Mechanical Engineering major on 
exchange from Georgia Tech. Though she’s been 
performing for 15 years, it’s her first time on stage during
 her 5 terms abroad, and she couldn’t be happier that it’s 
with a beautiful rendition of one of her favorite musicals. 

Synopsis: Do you believe you have to have an objective for everything you do? As small as 
for your interests, learning about acting. As large as for your life? What do you value most? 
While chasing her dream by going to part-time acting classes, a mature working-class woman 
starts to question not only the Stanislavsky approach, but also the meaning of her work and 
life.

Rachita is a first year student at UNSW pursuing Actuarial 
Studies. She is all excited to perform on stage and debut 
through NUTS as this is going to be her first stage event. 
She is willing to give it her best shot!
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